First Dana Convocation
Honors Soph Scholars

Thursday, September 30, will mark the firs t convoca tion h on oring
the Charles A. Dana Scholars . The Dana convocation is this year's
hi ghlight, of a major scholarship program. It will be held in Given
Auditorium at 8:00 P.M. Dean Ernest C. Marriner, Dean-Emeritus
of Colby College and the college historian, is scheduled as the guest
of honor.

The top ic of his speech for the evening will be the Janus-Eyed College. Presiden t Strider will preside over the convocation and the
'twenty Dana scholars for 1965-66 will be special guests, receiving
certificates designating them as scholars from Mr. Charles Dana,
originator of the Dana Foundation. The Glee Club will also perform .
The 20 Dana Scholars named at Colby are : Jeanne M. Amnotte,
Karen Anderson, Linda A. Belaud , Elizabeth A. Fernald , Susanne
;R. Gilmore, Nancy A. Nahra , Shawn Onat , Margaret E. Skillings ,
j Katherine P. Madden , Andrea L. Marshall, Martin C. Benjamin ,
|Elliot G. Jaspin , J effrey A. McCabe, Richard J. Morey, Barry F.
j Panepento, Harlan A. Schneider, George D. Whittier, Steven B.
• Zweibaum, Edward M. Caulfield, John H. Irish, all members of the
! class of 1968.
The Charles A. Dana Foundation , Bridgeport, Conn., selected
Colby to participate in this major scholarship program last February.
Four other colleges joined the Dana Scholar Program this September.
An annual total membership of approximatel y 540 Dana Scholars will
be enrolled by these five schools, including Colb y, when the program achieves its maximum potential in 1968.
At that time, Colby College will have selected approximately 20
Dana Scholars from each of the Sophomore, Junior , and Senior
classes, bringing the total to 60 Dana Scholars each year thereafter.
The amount awarded to individual students ranges from a maximum
of tuition charges to a minimum of $100. Mr. Dana and Dr. Henry
Littlefield , vice-president of the foundation , chose the princi ples of
academic standing, potential leadership, and financial need as guides
to the selecting of reci pients.
The Dana Convocation is open to the college community. President
Strider expressed a feeling of pride when he said, "We are sure that
in the year 1967-68, the approximatel y 60 Dana Scholars at Colby
will amply j ustif y the faith that the Dana Foundation and the college

Ingraham Lecturer Sp eaks On
Religion and Existentialism

Dr. William Hamilton, professor of systematic theology at Colgate
Rochester Divinity School , Rochester, N.Y., this year's first Ingraham
Lecturer, will speak on existentialism and reli gion at 8 p.m. Oct. 1, in
Given Auditorium.
His address is entitled "The Christian and the Existentialist: The
Moral and Reli gious Significance of Albert Camus. " While on
campus, Dr. Hamilton will be available for interviews Saturday
morning. He will deliver the Sunday sermon , entitled "The First
Day of Dying" also.
A 1942 Oberlin College graduate, the lecturer received his masters
degree in philosophy from Princeton University, Princeton. N.J., and
his doctorate at St. Andrews Seminary, Scotland in 1952. His dissertation was "The Christian Understanding of the Bod y in British and
American Theology. "
Dr. Hamilton earned his bachelor of divinity degree at the Union
Theological Seminary in 1950 where he studied under Pau l Tillich
and Reinhold Niebuhr.
Colby 's first Ingraham Lecturer has published articles in The
Christia n Scholar , The. Christian Century, The ology Today, Christianity and Crisis , and The Nation , as well as other leading journals.
His books include The New Essence of Christianity, and The ChrisDr. William Hamilton who will tian Man. Dr. Hamilton has also published a pamphlet titled Faith.
deliver Ingram lecture on Oct. 1. Sex and Love.

will have placed in them."

Several p lays , and films for the television series Look Up and Lwt
are credited also to Dr. Hamilton. He is currently working on a novel.

Fired-up Mules Unseat Cadets 21-14

Ha r d working Senior halfback Dick Gilmore picked up 101 yards and scored three
times last Saturday as the inspir ed Colby Mules upset the heavil y fa vo red Cade t s of

closing minutes of the first half. Meanwhile, the Colby off en se scored on two of thei r
three drives, and capitaliz ed , for their third tall y, on a N or wich f u mble d eep in the
Cadets' own territory.
Norwich , 21-14, in the 1965 opener.
The Cadets t ook the opening ki ckoff on the N-10, and moved at will to the G-9,
Norwich outgained the Mules both on the pound (166-1 16) and throug h t h e air
where the Colb y defensive charge contained the thrusts of Jeff Long and Kevin
(142-111), but the' bulk of the difference came on a long game-opening drive which
Flanncry. Norwich suffered a bi g loss at the earl y stages of the game when top runner , fullba ck Rill Jersey, suffere d a leg injury ancl was unable to return.
wa s halted by the Mules on their nine yard line and a futile aerial attack during the
to move to the C-30. Two short
After an exchange of punts, Colby
runs was all Norwich could muster
took possession on the C45, Bill
fro m he ro, as the pass coverage
Loveday hit flanker Steve Freyer
improved and the half ended.
with a pass to tho N-16, and three
The third period was scoreless,
successive carries by Gilmore gave
and neither team could muster any
Colby its first touchdown of the
attack. Colby had begu n a drive,
season and , with Loveday 's conand when the fourth quarter openversion kick, a 7-0 lead.
ed , the Mules had possession on
Moments later, the Mules set up
the C-45,
their second touchdown when
After a Gilmore five-yard run ,
tackle Len O'Connor fell on a NorLoveday hit first Dick Aube with
wich bobble on the N-17, It took
a hook in to the N-42, and then
only three plays for Colby to score
Kim
Miller on the N-3. Gilnporo,
again , as Gilmore carried the final
on
his
second rush , plumped over
nine yards on the strong option
for
his
third
score, Colby 21 - Norright at 47 seconds of the second
wich
7.
pe riod. Loveday 's conversion gave
Norwich then took over the moColby a 14-0 lead,
mentum of the game. After n
Norwich struck back immediateMoskall - Shannon pass put the
ly with their initial score. Flanbnll on the C-10, tho Colby forces
nery, after bobbling the kickoff
stiffened and took possession. The
scampered to the C-22, before Kim
Mules wore forced to punt , and
Miller finally brought him down.
Norwich marched back, Moskall hit
Martin and Couture carried the
Flanncry with a swing pass to the
ball to the nine, and quarterback
C-l, and then struck over for the
Joe Roy, on a rollout play, evaded
score. Colby 21 - Norwich 14.
tho charge of Bruce Barker , and
Colby 's only move of tlio quarter
kept on rolling for six points.
carried them into Norwich terriGarley 's conversion made tho score
tory, but Moskall intercepted n
14-7.
Loveday pass and returned it to
the C-33. A pass interference penalTho Mules rolled again , with Gilty moved Norwich baclc to tho C-48
more runs surrounding a Frcyor-to
but tlio Cadet ofiionse put on a race
Blumonthal pass, until Norwich
against tho clock. (There woro just
end Mike Shannon picked off a
under 3:00 loft), Roy passed to
Loveday pass on tho N-1B. ShanFlanncry on the C-37, then to
non ran tlio ball back to tho N-27,
Shannon on tho C-24, Long bulled
whore ho fumbled , and Dick Gilmore recovered. Tho Colby offense OPENING DAY HERO — Dick Gilmore, senior halfback sprints wide on a pow- to the C-20. With 1:45 remaining,
George Smith saved the clay by inground to a halt, and Norwich beprovidsweep
being'
er
during
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s
game
with
Norwich
His
interference
is
'
.
,
tercepting Roy 's sideline pass.
gan to move Working from a
62),
touchdowns
ed
by
sophomore
Kechj
iam
Gilmore
scored
three
guard,
John
Tho Mules ran out" tho clock, and
"lonosomo end" formation , Shannon cau ght tho Colby secondary against Norwich, and is leading all New England scorers after the first week, Colby hnd its first Opening Day
win in four seasons.
n apping nnd caught throe passes
(John Morgan photo)

Editorials:

Letters
A Thank s

Where Our Concer n Lies

A word of thanks to all of the
students who helped behind the
scenes in welcoming this year's entering classes. Special appreciation
is given to Wayne Winters '66, and
Steve Johnson '66, co-chairmen of
the Student Government Freshman
Orientation Committee.
Irvine G. "Skip " Tolette

Last week the Echo printed a copy of an address by Columbia's
1965 valedictorian which we thought was an in t erest ing viewpoint
as to what should be the scope of students' interests oh a college
campus. This student felt that students should concentrate only on
the academic opportunities that Columbia (or any college or university) has to offer them; he chastised his fellow students who took part
in protest demonstrations and who thought they knew more abou t
running a school than the administration. An interesting viewpoint not altogether unreasonable, although there is a need for students to
broaden their range of interests. At Colby the concept of the world
does not need to revolve just around class-rooms and the spa. There
is much to be done to make ourselves more aware of the outside
world : last year's panel discussion on the Vietnam situation proved
that Colby students are concerned with and have ideas and opinions
on issues outside the Colby sphere - let 's hav e more of these and continue to show our interest. Talk to our Stu-G reps and to our NSA
rep about the position that students throughout the nation have taken
on Vietnam, Berkeley, the war on poverty, the racial policies of
Rhod esia and Sou t h Afric a, and various other issues. NSA has taken
a position on all of these; since Colby is a member of NSA, each of
us needs to be aware of its functioning as a national association.
It is too easy to escape from the outside world by hibernating on the
hill bot h p hysically and mentally; an effort has to be made so that
this false security does not stifle our role as citizens of a community,
a nation and the world.

"Please, Sir...! Want Some More."

i

from Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist
Well, this year has started off with at least a little bit of a boom.

And for this we have the new food service, Seiler's, to thank. If it
hadn 't been for what they've done for (or to) the Colby cuisine, we'd
have very little about which to talk. But now, gratefully, we can all
reminisce about the Senior girls boycotting dinner the other night.
But, in this best of all possible worlds, if they hadn't refused to go to
dinner (and we use that word loosely ) , the girls in Dana Hall
wouldn 't have gotten enough to eat : halfway through the meal they
ran out of pork chops and had to bring the unused ones from Mary
Low.
Quantity, quality and variety, however seem to be events reserved for just the first two days of school. Since then there has been
variety. For examp le, there has been ham at a variety of meals.
Seven in a row, to be exact. And , unlike last year, the portions in
all the dorms are smaller (the ham in Roberts Union is so thin it
curls when cooked) . The girls sometimes couldn't get seconds yet
the same food would be back for a return engagement at the next
meal.

STRIDER LETTER
The following letter was sent to
all "Fraternity Presidents :
In more than one fraternity the
off-campus "Spring Weekend" this
past May was less than satisfactory. Dean Nickerson, Dean Seaman, and I, concurring with members of the faculty and staff with
whom we have talked, have concluded that this custom must come
to an end! We regret that those
groups whose "Spring Weekend"
parties seem to have been conducted in an acceptable fashion are
being penalized too, but it is impossible to draw an equitable line.
Henceforth, no group on campus
will be permitted to arrange overnight coeducational functions without the express and specifi c permission of the Deans of Men and
Women. This permission will not be
granted for "Spri ng Weekends " or
other occasions involving overnight
house-parties.
We recognize the efforts that
have been made over several years
by many students toward making
these occasions acceptable, and we
take this action with genuine regret and disappointment.
Sincerely,
Robert E. L. Strider
Presiden t

And Sunday dinner . . . well, it goes withou t saying that after hav-

i n g r eal Turk ey last year, we all just gobbled in ecstacy over the cold,

canned Turkey with gelatin around it they served us last Sunday.
But there is much more of one thing in all the dorms : starches. And
for all this we're paying $25.00 more?
The permanent food staff is overworked: one man lost 19 pounds
in one week. Some who have been here for years have quit. And
t hey 've cut down the number of waitresses , thus overworking the
remainder and eliminating paying j obs.

As one of the ladies of the food staff said recentl y, "We never
knew how good we had it. "

Since t h e boy cott , the girls say the food has gotten a little better ,
and hopefull y this will continue.
Finall y we must be fair. The Seiler's peo ple are try ing — very
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All campus organizations desiring Stu-G funds must submit a detailed budget request as well as a
copy of last year's budget to the
treasurer by next Monday. Allocations will be considered by the
council at the October 4 meeting.
The Womenfolk will present a
folk concert on October 2 from 7-9
p.m. in the field house. This will
be a class A function.
Future Stu-G meetings will be
held in the Hurd Room iri Robert's
Union.
Presiden t MacHale and USISTSA
coordinator Al Houghton reported
on the TJSNSA conference held this

summer. They recommended: a)
that Stu-G assume greater leadership in the academic realm, b)
that Stu-G assume more responsibility in creating student interest
in aff airs beyond campus concerns,
c) that an academic honor system
be p r oposed , d) that symposiums be
held , e) that the realm of administrative jurisdiction over stu dent
living be clarified and defined, and
f) that Stu-G seek better com:
munications with the Educational
Policy committee. They announced
that Colby had joined the Collegiate
Council of the United Nations this
summer and, could send delegates
to the Arab-Israeli conference to be
held in New York City on Oct. 10.
INTERESTED SHOULD SEE AI_
HOUGHTON.
A motion passed unanimously to
have the Academic Life Committee
submit proposals dealing with the
academic problems. They were directed to report at the Oct. 4 meeting.

SENIORS!
This year ' s Oracle is being plann ed on a mor e pers on al ba sis t h an

in previous years. In conjunction with this approach senior pictures
would be candid portraits rather than formal portraits. Each senior
would be allowed the freedom of choosing his own pose in a variety
of locales . . . anywhere from the pond to the Spa. The result would
be a chance to have portraits which would generate a lot more
excitement and personality than the traditional formal portraits.
Examples of this type of photography will be posted today in Mary
Low, Roberts', and ou tside the Spa. Be sure to look at them ancl
think seriously about the opportunity.

But , most of all , the food has lost that wonderful personal touch.
Wc used to get loads of homemade cookies , cakes, and , breads. Now
the pastry chefs are mixing the salads. Seiler's apparently thinks that
personal touch is spelled "p-a-r-s-1-e-y." They must be supporting
t he par sley indu stry the way they throw it on everything, Sur e, it 's
pretty , bu t b y i t self it w on 't work.

trying.
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A motion passed unanimously to
form a committee to determine a
course of action in securing for the
men the privilege of open houses.
A freshman, Charles Miller, commented on the lack of school spirit
at the recent pep ralley and football game. No motion was introduced, hut he was encou naged t o
form a Pep Club if he so wished.

Meader's Storm
Bows At Colby

Film direction will begin this
year 's series of film showings with
Jean Cocteau's ORPHEE and Abbott Meader's SUMMER STORM
PASSAGE, on Sunday night, September 26, at 7:30, in Given Auditorium, admission $.50.
ORPHEE, made in 19_9, uses a
modern treatment of the Orpheus
myth to explore many of the same
themes Cocteau presented in THE
BLOOD OF A POET (1932), which
Film Direction showed last year.
SUMMER
STORM
Meader's
PASSAGE — the first part of
which , "Barn," appeared in last
January's festival of experimental
films — recently won first prize
for films at the Rhode Island Arts
Festival.
During the first semester FILM
DIRECTION will also show the
German expressionist masterpiece,
M; Stan Brakhage's f ull-length experimental film, DOG STAR MAN ;
Buster .Keaton's THE NAVIGATOR; and Agnes Va rda 's CLEO
from 5 to 7.

'Man ', New Plays
MarkP&W
'65-'66 Season

This year's Powder and Wig program covers the full range of the
theater; from historical drama to
musical comedy, from psychological exploration to a study of a nation 's attitudes.
The first production will be Walter Bolt's A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS, which was presented last
May. Its second presentation is due
to Powder and Wig's conviction
that a play of such historic and
dramatic importance deserves the
b y Eric Rosen and J im- Wilson
The absence of women from the men's side of the campus is be- widest possible audience. A signifiing felt. With all due respect to the men in Averill Hall , the women cant number of high school principals who could not schedule trips
were far more attractive. The co-eds are being especially missed in
last May have already expressed
the Roberts Union dining hall. The dress, manners, and overall ap- much interest in the October 22,
p earance of the men has suffered. While p lans are st ill being formu- 23 production.
During the first week of Decemlated for this semester, perhaps the dining arrangements ought to be
P & W will present Georg
ber,
reevaluated in the li ght of the following,
Buchner's play, WOYZECH, which
Aft er absorbing a rela t ively large amount of st udent opinion and fo rmed the basis of the Alban Berg
meeting with various members of the campus' administrative body, opera. Although the play was writwe feel that a definite revision ough t to be enacted in order to mak e ten early in- the nineteenth century,
the Colb y dining halls (p laces) more conducive for eating. With the it has a contemporary tone and
return of the old familiar ring of clanging stiver on glass and plastic an almost jazzy form. Buchher is
concerned with the impact of soor wood, we feel that the time for revision is now, whil e our n ew
ciety upon the individual. His fadining facilities are still in the embryonic stage and not yet developed, ble about a well meaning young
Tt is our opinion that althoug h th e f ollowing p lan will not cure all soldier driven to violence clarifies
of the dining hall' s ills , it will with prompt insti gati on eliminate many that modern theme.
The only aspects that Throe Irish
of them. It is toward this goal that this proposal aims, ancl it is for
Plays, which will bo present in
y ou to jud ge its merit.
March, havo in common la thoir
The success of last year 's arrangement showed that mixed dining authors' nationality and poetic Inhas a place at Colby. Th e manners , dress , and general appearance tention. Smith's Cavalioro and Socwas obviousl y better. Moreover , there was better communication ket's Play are both psychological
Tho
between the men and the women , and greater opportunities for social- explorations, while Yeats' .
Dreaming of tlio Bonos illuminates
interaction.
Irish attitudes in terms of Irish
Therefore , mixed dining should bo rcinstituted. Mr. Russell, Seiler's logondry and politics,
manager, is in favor of it. The college administration supports it: A ' Kiss Mo, Knto Is a musical play
system could be imp lemented whereb y students sign up to eat their that ovor the years has boon recevening meals in t he dining hall of their choice for the following ognized as ono of tho groat peaks
of American musical comedy, The
week. The system would operate on a first como, first served basis. story deals with a group of touring
Quo tas for each dining hall would be determined b y the catering actors playing a version oi Tho
Taming of tho Shrew.
service.
In conclusion , instead of a formality , going to meals would be- Tho play hna somo of Coles Pors wittiest lyrics and musical
come a pleasure ancl a source of interest. Students would enjoy the ter '
numbers, lileo "Wun dorbnr", th at
change of atmosp here and food. The general campus morale would havo become American Classics.
.
bo improved , ancl Colb y would move one step closer to having a co-cd Tho production will take place near
tho ond of April.
campus.

A Proposal

Many New Members
In Faculty Ranks
(The follozving is the firs t of a series of brief sketches desi gned to
help acquaint the Colby community with the new facult y members.)
A native of Detroit , Mr. Everet Makinen received scholarship s f or
both his undergraduate work at Brandeis and his postgraduate studies
at Syracuse University. While attending the latter school, he was
chairman of the Syracuse Congress of Racial Equality. Last year Mr.
Makinen attended the second Christian Peace Conference in Prague,
Czechoslovakia as one of 900 delegates from both sides of the iron
curtain. This summer he took part in the Brandeis - Carnegie summer
program for pre-college students, which took hi gh school graduates
from New York and Boston ghetto areas and built up their academic
skills. Mr. Makinen is married and has a two-year old son , Aaron.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Pestana have returned to Colby C oll ege t his
fall after a three-year absence. Dr. Pestana received both his B.A. in
1957 and his M.A. in 1959 at the University of California and in
June, 1965 , he received his PH. D. from the University of Iowa. He
is now a t Colby as an Assistant Professor of Geology. Mrs. Pestana ,
who received her B.S. in 1943 and her M.S. in 1946 at the University
of Wisconsin , is now a part-time instructor in English. The Pestanas
have one son.
Miss Angela Prowse was born in Plymouth, Devon , England , where
she obtained her primary and secondary education. She received her
B.A. (hons. ) in the classics in 1959 at Bedford College, University of
London. She was an assistant lecturer at MacGee University College
in Londonderry, Northern Ireland and in 1963 she accepted an
Assistant Professorshi p at the University of Dallas, Texas , where she
was instrumental in the establishment of a classics department. Miss
Prowse is an Assistant Professor of Classics this fail at Colby. She
is a member of the Hellenic Society of London , t he Associa t ion of
University Professors, t he Ameri can Phil olog ical Association , and the
American Classical Association.
Mr. Charles Quillin received his B.A. in 1960 at Wabash College
and his Sc. M. in 1963 at Brown University. He is a PH. D. candidate
at Brown at present and is an Instructor in Biology here a t C o lb y. Mr.
Qu illi n , a native of Indiana, is a member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Botanical Society of
America , the Mycological Society of America , and the American
Institute of Biological Sciences. Mr. Quillin is single.
Mr. P eter Welsh, whose home is in Allentown, Pennsy lvania , received his A.B. in 1963 at Harvard College ancl his M.B.A. in 1965 at
Harvard Business School . He is an Instructor in Business Administration and he has special interests in the field of finance, marketing,
and business policy. Mr. Welsh is single.
Dr. Guenter Weissberg, who is an Associate Professor of Governmen t at Colby this year, received his A.B. in 195 1 at New York
University, Cert. in- . 1952 at the Hague Academy of Internation al
Law, his LL. B. in 1954 at Columbia Law School, and his PH. D. in
1959 at Columbia University. Dr. Weissberg has t augh t at Col u mbia ,
C orn ell , and George Washington Universities, and is a private
practitioner in international law in New York City. Professor
Weissberg is sing le.
ica_!_o_^sai!aH__M_ M_a___-_____ -H_^^

On Friday, October 1st, the Charles A. Dana Hall will be officiall y
dedicated. President Strider will preside over the ceremony ancl Mr.
Charl es A. Dana will unveil a plaque. Mr . Dana and several trustees
of the Dana Foundation , which donated $300,000 toward the constr uc t ion of th e n ew women's dormitory, will lun ch at 12:15 P.M. in
the hall with the twenty Dana Scholars at Colb y f or the academi c
year 1965-66.

THE WOMENFOLK, f ive f emale sing ers f resh f rom San Franci sco's Hungary i and two appearances

on the Ed Sullivan Show, will initiate their first East Coast concert tour at Colby on October 2. The
concert will be held at 7 p.m. in Wadsworth Field House. The girls' names are Jean Amos, Leni Ashmore, Barbara Cooper , Jud y Fine, and Joyce James. They will be singing old folk songs and new. Tickets will be on 'sale at the Spa.

Dorms, Libe See
Summer Changes

While Colby students spent the
past summer in many and various
"homes away from home," the powers and workers at Colby College
were busy making improvements
and adjustments here on campus.
Perhaps the most significant of
these was the completion of Dana
Hall , which represents an investment of some $1,200,000 — including the furnishings of the building. By far the most well-equipped
dorm on the campus, it offers its
residents the luxury of a phone in
every room, three study lounges
on each floor, and an interior decor in the lounges of the first floor
designed by a professional interior
decorator.
Freshmen men have not been deprived in the light of all this however. During the summer Johnson
Hall was completely renovated , and
sound proofing installed to prevent
the free transmission of noise from
one end of the hall to the other.
The steel frame of the music
shell has also undergone several
more steps toward completion and
should be ready within the next
few weeks. Among other outdoor
improvements has been the much
needed rebuilding of the hard surface tennis courts.
Perhaps the next most significant future campus improvement
will be the building of a new chapter house for Kappa Delta Rho
fraternity which recently secured
sufficient contributions to begin
this project.

Milloi' library has once again undergone several changes and improvements designed to still bettor
serve the needs of the academic
community .
Mr, Blake announced this week
that Miss Joan I-Iaigls, a 1959 graduate of McGill University, and
holder of a degree in. Library Science from the sam e institution, has
received appointment to the post
of Readers Sorvico librarian . Sho
will bo doing general reference
work and also will havo charge of
inter-library loans, circulation , ancl
departmental libraries,
Along tho lines of improvements
in tho physical plant itself , tho card
catalogue located in King Lobby
has been moved to tho window
wall providing more room to use
tho catalogue and also a better exhibition area,
Tho book collection has boon
shifted to alleviate ©vov-c.owdlng
Edward Turner ¦— this jnclurc follows last ivcck's article on the, vice, in various areas. Tho needed space
president of development:,
(Con tinued on Pago Five)

Icelandic Art Exhibit;
American Innovation

The first major exhibition of Icelandic Art in America is presentl y
on view in the Bixler Art and Music Center. The exhibition , which
features the work of eig ht een artists, will con tinue here until October
3, and then will tour the country under the auspices of the American
Federation of Arts.
Mrs. Ellerton M. Jette, chairman of the Friends of Art at Colb y,
became acquainted with Icelandic painting in Iceland , and there
conceived the idea of an exhibition to be initiated b y C olb y Coll eg e
and to trav el to other museums throughout this country. Dr. Selma
Josdottir , the director of the National Gallery of Iceland at Reykja vik ,
organi z ed t he exhibi t ion and prepared the catalogue. Mr. Sigurdur
HeJgason , president of Icelandic Airlines , Inc., has also made a vital
contribution to this exhibition in transporting the paintings to the
United States on a comp limen t ary basis.
A lecture on Icelandic Art will be given on September 24 at 8:00
p..m in Given Auditorium b y Dr. Jonsdottir , who is fl y ing here f rom
Iceland for that specific purpose.
Throug h this exhibit of recent trends in Icelandic painting, we can
learn much abou t this northern country, i ts l a nd and i ts peop le and
their relationshi p with the sea that surrounds them. We are struck
with the artists' cr ea t ivi t y a nd liv elin ess as well as wit h t heir rh ythmic
and exotic names. Dr . Jonsdottir commen ts in the exhibition catal ogue that "Icelandic Art of the twentieth century f ollows an international trend and is part of the modern movement of world art today. But it is unmistakabl y and indisputabl y a national ar t in t h e b est
sense of that term . Its color is that of Iceland , the color of the
cri spness of its cl ear a t mosp here an cl n or t h ern li ght , and its glow is
in sp ired by the erupting volcanoes. The spirit of this art is Icelandic ,
the spiri t of the EDDAS and SAGA S ancl of the beauty and magnificence of the country itself. "

These hi ghl y individualistic artists are brought together in a varied
exhibi tion that includes representational painting s as well as works
of an abstract expressionistic nature . J ohannes S. KjarvaJ ha s severa l
canvasses on disp lay w hi ch g ive us an indi ca t ion of t he peculiar p lant
lif e, rock forms and rather desolate appearance of the panorama. The
un us ual t echni que of Gudmunda Andrcsdottir and the poi gnant
colors of Stcinthor Sigurdsson 's painting s arc compelling. These and
the many other sensitive and diversified works •culminate in a fascinating exhibition.

Off Broadway
Play Scores For
Colby Alumnus

Kenneth Jncobson , member of
tho class of 1050 and a native of
Watorvillo, lias risen another notch
toward fame with tho success of
his musical score for Hot September. Hot Soplombor, tho musicnl
based upon William Inge's famous
Picnic, is now playing at tho
Shubort Theatre in Boston , and is
destined fov Broadway beginning
October 20. Although critics liosltato to put Hot September in the

same class as Picnic, thoir criticism
rests on the fact that a musicnl
simply is not the snmo as a
straight play.
The critics nro confident that tho
musical ns well ns its tunes will bo
popular. Lyricist Rhoda Roberts
lias teamed up with Jncobson to
write not only ilio songs for Hot
September but alno ovor one hundred other songs which have been
recorded on major record labels.
Many of those songs hnvo boon on
leading television variety shows,
Kcnnoth Jacobson 's talent firs t became apparent in bis scores written
for shows here at Cplby. Ho also
wrote tho music for 'Margo Jones '
presentation of Thurbor 's FnbloN
,
lor our Time.

That Gastronomical Affair
By Ga ry Barnes
Monday evening on Radio Colby (6 :10 kc), Wes Barbour , during
his program "The Barbour Shop ", threw open the air waves to fellow
students. Along the lines of promoting solutions to and discussion of
problems or ideas at Colby, things started boiling around the food
service-quite evident that the new service was in hot water. The food
.service is anxious to hear any suggestions for improvement - and most
students are quite ready to give them.
The men 's side of campus was the more willing to get on the air with beliefs that the milk machines could be moved to prevent congestion , the menu could be varied to prevent indigestion , and more
solid meat dishes, like beef , chicken , roast, etc, should be served - to
prevent insurrection.
Next Monday ni ght Radio Colb y will con tinue this idea
The nex t day all suggestions will be presented to the food service
which is seemingly quite cooperative.

World Theatre' Films
Will Be Available Free

from Greek tragedy, Max von
Sydow in readings from Dag Hammarskjold's diary, "Markings," and
stars of the Swedish Royal Ballet
in Birgit Cullberg 's "Miss Julie."
A description folder may be obtained free from Modern Talking
Picture Service, 1212 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, N.Y., 10036,
or from the Modern film library at
Boston, Mass.

"World Theatre", the distinguished television series, will be available to schools and colleges this
fall in the form>of 16mrn films that
they can borrow free. Distribution
starts late in September through
Modern Talking Picture Service.
The series consists of seven 60minute films, each devoted to one
country and sampling the riches of
its drama, literature, poetry, music
or dance. The countries are England, France, Gr eece , Sweden,
Nigeria, India and Japan.
Each program is an anthology in
which the selections illustrate a
theme characteristic of the national culture. Each show was produced in English in the country
featured, with a distinguished cast
native to the country.

Correction on last week's Nor ge
advertisement : the price
for
laundry was listed as 45c per
pou n d, this should have been 15c.
We're sorry.
¦

i
Call ext. 269 8:30 - 9:00 and 11:00 - 11:30 p.m. on Monday
and get the gri pes expressed where it will do some good — on Radio
The program on England, for t
example, is called "Puritan vs.
Colby 6 L0 on AM.
Cavalier" and counterpoints works
ranging from Chaucer to Dylan
Thomas and from Milton to T. S.
Eliot to highlight two divergent
_
<^
g&
and contending strains in British
^2^^__a_^-gs^l - ^_3g^e^_g^
^^^g^
culture that have found expression
E
^^^ffiM^^H^^MW^MM^^^
in
every age. Sir Ralph Richardson
.
BSB
appears as both narrator and actor.
The program on France is called
"The Faces of Love" and presents
the joys and complexities of three
typically French aspects of love.
Love of God and country is represen t ed in t he st ir ring "Song of
Roland " and in Pascal's "Pensees."
134 MAIN STREET—WATERV.LLE, MAINE
Self-love is wittily dissected by La
Rochefoucauld, La Fontaine, La
Bruyere and Moliere. And romantic
love is variously interpreted by
Villon, Rostand and Proust. Claude
Dauphin heads the cast.
J Other highlights of the series inI elude Katina Paxinou in scenes

\fe.v -% »* - . *> ^|k

i

• %^?i^i

MeaoaauQ^^/

(and remember, onl y Bass makes Weejunsl)
Traditional as the Big Game . . .
Weejuns! With comfortable , attractive
elegance , poised, easy-does-it sty ling
and hand-sewn moccasin toe — in
classic smooth leather , or new, dashing Scotch Grain. That's Weejuns , by
Bass of course!

&W&M'Aty

^^^ ^

THE

Only Bob* Makes Weejuns

AL COREY
MUSIC CENTER
99 MAIN STREET

Everything In Music
TRinity 2-5622

"Just Arr _¥ecl
Burlap "
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Welcome Freshmen and Upperclassmen You May Buy Your
Books (texts and paperbacks) and Supplies At

The COLBY COLLEGE BOOK STORE
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To arrive without VILLAGER
is like not having read
v
"The Unbearable Bassington."
Like,preferring your steak well
done, or saying "hep." It's not .
fatal. It just talces you a little
longer to catch up. To learn the
ropes. On the other hand,
to arrive with VILLAGER is to
start off with a definite edge.
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" Where The Action Is "
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nnnMf i. r.rain
(Continued from Page Three)
was provided by putting stack one
into full use. This has necessitated
closing' off the small remaining
space in stack three for books in
process and special collections.
Space has also been secured by removing- study carrels in stacks two
and four. This lost study space has
been made up in other parts of the
library.
_ «,. —__—^__
~ v — -_.
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Copies of the October Peace
Corps News, the organization's
semi-annual newspaper - magazine,
will be distributed with the October
8 issue of the Colby Echo.
The October News was prepared
by four college newspaper editors
from, around the country. The students chosen by the United States
Student . Press Assn. are Peggy
Krause, University of Calif, at
Berkley; Walter Grant, University
T.V. or not T.V.
"For some reason, television has of Kentucky; Mary Richardson,
inspired more hypocrisy and more Morgan State College ; and Bob
pseudo-intellectualism than any
Johnston, University of Michigan.
other medium," according to Newsweek TV editor Peter Benchley.
__y~TTt___m___n__Ti__—T-~T_mi— r______~~TTTTnTi__r___T_rT n
T >rv*"
Students admitted watching television three or more hours a day: M W i M_____ ^—^ _W———_»_——————— ¦—¦———¦¦———¦¦—¦
—
"Television is for the young middle
class and middle aged American
materialist," and for, "the individual who has committed mental
suicide, the person who has no desire to be interesting or interested."

TV Or Not TV

^M) ep ositor§
-pl^* Trust Comp&ny '

Faces and Places may be bought
from Sue Footer in Mary Low and
will be sold in the Spa Tuesday
morning and in the Echo office
Tuesday afternoon.

"Please sir ,

29 Offices in the
"Heart of Maine"
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

no more ham! "

Will Fraternities please pick up
their First Aid Kits at the Infirmary.
Flu shots Mill be given Septenv

ber 30, 19fi5 at tlie dispensary from
9 A.M. to 3 P.M. The charge fee
will be $1.00. Students under 21
must have parental permission.

w ith the trust y Hew York Tames

HCN' I W»T1HI or HIMAIAY.
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The young bucks of America
go clean-white-sock in the Adler stretch
of the century: new Shap eX.

Have The Times delivered every morning
at low college rates.
For service , get in touch with:

Kick up your status at Adler 's 100th birthday in the first cotton crew ever spiralled
around Spandex to absorb all pressure from all ten toes. The first sock to go to
any length to please you. So giving it takes on all sizes 9 to 14. ShapeX: in white
and 9 great colors. Get Clean-White-Sock through and through. ™* ifMygTi_fj ^|F»fr
Put all your feet in ShapeX, Stay in shape for j ust one buck. #^B^I«_«ISr'«!

FRED MILLER

Johnson Hall ,
Phone: 872-9876

«
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Deans List

Women's Division
Class of 1965
Aranovitch, Leah, Brown, Susan
Louise, Christy, Carol Jane, Copithorne, Joan Roberts, Cox, Terry
Ellen, Forman, Lesley Nan, Fraser,
Elizabeth Ann, Goodine, Jeanne L.,
Gower, Holly Jane;
Guptill, Judith Ellen, Harris, DeeAnn, Henkle, Virginia Cole, Hinterkopf , Elfie M., Hodgkins, Adele M.,
Hornaday, Margaret Jane, Howar d,
Barbara R., Jones, _. Cynthia, P.,
Kirn , Loretta Dorothy, Lenz, Gail
Ann ;
Loomis, Anita L., Lynch, Penelope Bissell, Mattison, Diane R.,
McGillicuddy, Barbara C, Moore,
Christine, Plumb, Pamela, Smith,
Lynn, Solomon, Charlene Gorsun ,
Stanley, Judith, Stark, Elizabeth
A., Stevens, Elizabeth A.;
Terry, Dianne, Thomas, Patricia
A., Tracy, Diana, Urner, Lynne,
Wesley, Margo Elizabeth, Willis,
Eileen C, Wilson, Candice J.
Class of 1966
Brooks, Janet Elaine, Craig, Jean
Elizabeth , Day, Constance, Fencer,
Diane
Elaine Howland, Fioto,
Frances, Fugere, Claudia M., Higginbottom, Christie Jane, Kaiser,
Linda Lou, Kelleher, Ruth Emily;
Lordi, Carol Ann, Malcolm, Marguerite, Mary, Maney, Ardith
Louise, McNamara, Paula, Morse,
Janet, Norling, Marcia Jean, Patterson, Sally Foster, Peirce, Laura
Susan, Sheiner , Arlene Lois, Tychsen, Shirley May;
Van Wyck , Diane G., Walker,
Martha Ann., (Woolam ) , Gretchen
O'Connor (Mrs.) , Wright, Lorna
May.

TON Y'S

(On The Rotary )
Fabulous Italian Sandwiches
Pizzas and Dynamites
"Tiny Tony" Cheese Pizza 30c
Meat Ball Sandwiches
Beer to take Out
Free Delivery on $4.00 order
and over
TR 1-9731
Open 8:30 a.m. Daily
ainNJ
-_ _ _

.
-

Class of 1967
LeBeau,
Donald
P.,
Mandell,
Fitzsimmons,
Barbara
Jean, Robert ;
Haskell, Kathryn Ann, Jennison,
Marshall, Harry, McElroy, GerAndrea L., Kresky, Caroline, Lump- ald P., McMahon, Michael, Moody,
kin,
Donna
Gale,
McCart y, Carlisle E,, O'Connor, John J.,
Christine Ann, McClintock, Virgin- Parish, David F., Rakoff , Stuart
ia Anne;
H., Record, Duane C;
Nelson, Elizabeth Susan, Russell,
Repetto, Arnold, Ross, Gary,
Ann Theresa, Stockwell, Roberta Ross, Paul, Smith, Starbuck HI,
Li., Terrio, Deborah, Wilcox, Nancy Terbough , Eliot F., Tyschen, WilJane, Willey, Paula Marie, Wood, liam, VanHall, Richard W. Young,
Susan D.
Robert M.
Class of 1968 <*)
Class of 1966
Amnotte, Jeanne M., Anderson,
Aube, Richard Alan, Chabot,
Karen, Beland, Linda A., Brooks, Gregory R., Clark, Erwin Terry,
Linda Kay, Calabrese, Mary J., Danforth, Dana F., Dederian, EdChick, Donna Lee, Collins, Mary mond, Duhnack, Llewellyn S.,
Fell,
Wilson , DeAngelis, Nancy M., De- James E. Jr.. Fraley.
William M.;
Luce, Judith;
*Knight, Linwood Gary, Lax,
Evans, Dorothy, Famulari, Nancy Peter J., Musche, Frank W.,
OsG., Fishburn, Brenda L., Force,
Jolan Irene, Gideon, Anna H., GilFraternity-Sorority Academic
bert, Christine, Gilmore, Susanne
Standings
R., Corrisson, Jeanne E.;
1964
- 1965
Hume, Penelope T., Kievit, Donna
Sem.
I
Sem. II
Lois, Lee, Rebecca Gail, MandelRank
Avg.
Rank
Avg.
baum, Jean L., McGuire, Jessie G.,
A.
D.
P.
3
2.452
2
2.591
Nahra, Nancy Ann, Nutter, Deb4 2.437
3 2.479
orah, Oakes, Lynne G., Onat, C. O.
D.
A.
U.
1
2.636
1 2.616
Shawn ;
S. K.
2 2.597
4 2.447
Radune, Dianne L., Reed, Mar1 2.531
3 2.533
jorie A., Savicki, Elizabeth Ann, All-Sor.
All
Women
Av.
2
2.491
2
2.544
Shores, Hethie Lois, Sidelinger,
Non-Sor.
Av.
3
2.451
1
2.556
Donna Gail, Skillings, Margaret E.,
A.
D.
P.
4
2.346
1
2.569
Stanford, Barbara Ann, Stephenson,
A.
T.
O.
7
2.299
4
2.334
Deborah Mae, Thomas, Nancy
D. K. E.
9 2.250
10 2.157
Jean, Wilson, Ann Brooke
D.
U.
8
2.298
9 2.248
(*) based upon 15 points earned
K.
D.
R.
1
2.492
3 2.343
during the semester.
L. C. A.
3 2.365
6 2.327
P. D. T.
10 2.222
5 2.329
P. L. P.
2 2.450
8 2.301
Men's Division
T. D. P.
6 2.303
7 2.316
Class of 1965
Z. P.
5 2.317
2 2.368
Braggs, Robert E., Brody, Robert AH-Frat. Avg.
3 2.329
D., Carnochan, John F., Cleghorn,
including pledges
Timothy, Cottle, William T. Jr., All-Men Av.
2.229
2 2.335
Davey, Bruce M., DiMaio, Alfred J., Non-Prat.
1 2.340
Donahue, Thomas A., Dukes, Edward N.;
l liliiilliliiii i.iirw_ira -__-in—nT
mi winmimin
-iii—i
Eck, Charles R., Feinberg, Barry
L., Gordon, Robert A , Gould, Rodney E., Haskell, David F., Hodge,
Robert J. Jr., Holden, Randall L.,
Huston, Frank, Kantor, Shepard J.,

¦

DIST RIBUT OR
WANTED
No competition. To
service and set up new
accounts in exclusive
Investment
territory.
secured by fast moving
inventory of amazing
plastic coating used on
all exterior. Eliminates
waxing when applied to
wood , metal or concrete
surfaces.
Minimum investment

$500

Maximum investment

$12,000

For details write or call
Phone: 314 AX-1-1500

Merchandisin g
Division
P.O . Box 66
St . An n , Missouri 63074

Hunnewell, Richard W., Irish, (*) based upon 15 points earned
Joel W., Lesko, Newland A., Logan, during the semester.
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

Villa ge
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This Coupon Is Worth

X
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X
X
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X
X
X
X

At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center, Waterville
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50c
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Have a regular $2.00 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning $
done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load : 10 '??
sweaters, or 4 men s suits, or 3 ladies' suits, or 3 X
topcoats, or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses .
X
•»•
Free pick-up and delivery
X
laundry washed, dried and folded
I5c lb.
X
%
'
Telephone 872-9858
|
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borne, Richard T., Reif , Thomas, Bruce D., Savage, Robert B., Shea,
Robbins, Keith D., Rynne, William George M., Stearns, Philip E.
T., Simcock, Bradford;
"Class of 1968 (*)
Arsan, Noyan , Benjamin, Martin
Smith, Philip A., Soule, Charles
Blumberg, Norman D., Denny,
C,
D., Swartz, Peter, Weygant, Peter
Nelson
J., Dunn, Andrew P., Gray,
S., Wiley, Philip A., Williams,
Bernard
L., Grossman, Robert C,
Geoffrey P., Wooley, David S.,
Heikes,
Dana
L.;
*Lardieri, Peter J.
Class of 1967
Levine, Frederic E., Mitchell,
Richard
C, Ruh, James C, Samson,
Carney, Francis J., dayman,
Richard
P., Schneider, Harlan A.,
Stuart J., Faust, Carl R.. Halvorson,
Soller,
Roger
W., Starkis, Andrew
Brett L., Hardenbergh, Chalmers
Stern,
T.,
Leonard
D„ Westwood,
M., Hauck, Robert J. P., Hopgood,
David
S.
Thomas H.;

n ;/}S^%l]How far

can a dog

f - ',V p*{ y J

\____
^ _i3
run 'nto
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the
woods ?
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A man-pleasingcoat that goes everywhere
smartly is this deluxe wool melton knee
length BENCH WARMER by William
Barry. It has a warm zip-out Duo-tone
Orion® liner and quilt sleeve lining, an
attached unlined hood .and a smart fly
front with an inside zipper. 3 Patch and
flap pockets.
Sizes: — XS-S-M—L—XL
Colors: — Navy — Maroon — Camel
P. S. — Girls wear 'cm too!

[2] A storekeeper /f^^~
had 17 TOT Staplers, r , / t^\
A
All but 3 were sold. I ^i> y)
How many did
V -^
he have left? f q^.^
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This is the

Swingline
Tot Stapler
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(Including 1000 atopics)
Lai-Ror elzo CUB Doslc
Sta pler only $1.49

No bl gRor thon a pnclt of Rum-but pnclts
tho punch of n big donl! Refills nvnilnblo
everywhere. Uncnndltlonnlly cunrontcod.
M ntl o In U.S.A. Got It nt any statio nery,
vnrlo ty, book Moro!

J ^PtWMty &MSL INC.
Lone Island City, N.Y. 11101
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WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET

Ludy '21

Pacy '27
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Radio Colby Promises
A Good Listening Year
Mike Mefccalf
With a new programming staff , a
new broadcasting schedule, and a
renovated station Radio Colby hit
the air waves last week with
bright prospects for the coming
year. The staff includes many of
last year's announcers as well as
new faces from the freshman and
sophomore classes.

this last summer at the Jeunesses
Musicales Du Canada summer concert series and the Stratford (Ont.)
Festival.
Jazz From Canada, a series of 13
quarter-hour programs with Canadian artists is the final one to be
broadcast in the next few weeks. In
addition Radio Colby has several
other transcribed programs for
broadcast later this year.
WMHB has also a WINS, New
York, "Trialogue" on "The American Sexual Revolution". This, as
well as BBC broadcasts for which
the station still needs sponsors, add
up to a lot of changes in the radio
routine.

A number of the programs proven last year have been continued
in the same slots. Station manager
Wes Barbour will again present
The Barbour Shop Monday evenings from 9:00 to 11:30. Wes will
continue his popular variety program with added short subjects.
An open line program will be presented on a topic of pertinent ?v:~:~m~:»*«<
_
kk~x«x<~:~^^^^
opinion.
I"
Classical Showcase will be aired
by Jim Katz each Tuesday from V
9:00 to 11:30 P.MT. Jim hopes to
X
program records which are scheduled for quizzes in the music department to help prepare students
who care to listen.
Peter Clough will again present
Clougli'd 9, a rock and roll program, Friday, evenings from 9:00
to 11:30. Pete also will be doing his
half of the morning show pro- ?_ ¦
*
gramming. This wake-up program,
now entitled Sunny-Side Up, will
hit the air each morning at, 6:45,
Monday through Friday. Pete and
Mike Metcalf will broadcast this
show on alternate weeks this semester. Mike also will present his
own variety show on Thursday
evenings, 9:30 to 11:30.
Rip Stanwood will present his
semi-classical format show, Ripcord each Monday from 7:00 to
9:00 P.M. Dave Manning also will
be back , this time with a jazz program each Wednesday evening.
Bruce Kidman and Andy Starkis,
both new broadcasting faces and
both sophomores will program folk
music shows Tuesday and Wednesday evenings respectively from 7 :00
to 9:00.
One member of the class of '69
has already been scheduled for his
own program , Just Jazz, Thursdays
7:00 to 9:00 P.M. Steve Merriman,
a ham radio operator of'KIREX in
Cambridge, Mass., has had experience in j azz from the Newport
Festival to Harvard Square coffeehouses.
In addition to these live shows
WMHB will be presenting a number of transcribed programs from
CBC
(Canadian
Broadcasting
Company) , WINS in New York,
and , hopefully BBC from London.
Among the Canadian broadcasts
a series of six half-hour programs
of folk music entitled Across
Canada in Song, will be folk music
of six regions of our northern
neighbor. Six more programs, Meet
tho , Girls, will feature six Canadian
pop artists, Eleanor Collins, a blues
specialist; Monique Lcyrac and
Claire Devul who sing in an unmistakably French manner; and
Patti Lewis, Shirley Harmor, and
Margo McKinnon , voca li sts i n t h o
best North American 'pop' tradition.
Also from CBC is a seven part
series entitled Concerts From
Canada. The seven wore recorded

Attention
Disgruntled (?)
Subscribers!
Please do NOT expect to receive
ECHOS for the following dates:
November 26, 1965
December 17, 1965
December 24, 1965
December 31, 1965
January 28, 1966
February 4, 1966
March 25, 1966
April 1, 1966
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RANGER COAT I |

We went West for the best new idea in outercoats this year. Rugged split cowhide , ranch suede , hip length, with a deep, rich collar
and you'll call it
of sherpa fleece . We call it the "rangecoat"
great wiien you try it on. Drop in soon and see.
|

Men 's $29.95

Similar Style — Cotton Suede ,

—

Men 's Size

WATERVILLE — SKOW HEGAN
Later With A Ste rns No Extra Charge Account
Pay
Buy Now —
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MULE KICKS
By Pete Fellows
I hesitate to become over-exuberant this earl y iri the ceason but last
Saturday 's win over Norwich must go down as one of the iriost stirring, most meaningful victories during the tenure of this year 's senior

class.

The Mules came onto the field on Saturday as two touchdown
underdogs, a role they have filled many times in three seasons. But
Pete Wagner and his cohorts showed that they were tired of losing.
Admittedly, the team played far from a perfect game, as the game
f ilms readil y show, but the desire and extra effort more than compensated for the early-season mistakes, certain to be ironed out soon.
Undoubtedl y, the most pleasing surprise was the work of Dick
Gilmore. After two years of mediocre performance and painf ul
inj uries , Dick came back with ten new pounds of power and the
speed , technique , determination and elusiveness that were part of his
reputation when he first came to Colby. Gilmore was the workhorse
of the Colby off ense , as he carried 29 times for 101 yards (with a 47yard run called back by a penalty) and of course scored all three of
the Mules' touchdowns. These three tallies give Dick the early-season
scoring leadershi p f or all colleges, large and small.

by Derek Schuster
At 12:30 tomorrow the Colby soccer team will initiate its season on
the home turf as it encounters
Babson Institute.
Though the 9-1 margin by which
the Mules defeated Gorham State
Teacher's College last Saturday
would seem to indicate smooth
sailing ahead, it must be emphasized that the Green team was very
green indeed.
Si Dunklee's soccermen showed
themselves to be real opportunists
in their Gorham scrimmage, but it
is unlikely that they will soon again
meet such overanxious, inexperi-

enced opposition. Actually it took
the mules a period to even reach
the scoreboard as they passed accurately, but were unable to get off
more than a few shots. But after

Pete Wagner proved himself as versatile and as talented as his preseason press notices predicted. Unfortunately, disaster struck in the
fourth pe riod , as Captain Wags was helped from the field with a
knee injury. Pete had filled in very capabl y at fullback (Brett
Halvorson , weakened by a f ever, was able to p lay onl y def ense) and
had delivered outstanding protection for Bill Loveday and support
for Dick Gilmore. He had p layed his usual sharp game on defense,
diagnosing p lays , bottling up the Norwich offense, and delivering
stron g, sure tackles.
As Captain Wagner was being attended to in the middle of the
field by Carl Nelson , the dropp ing of a p in would have resounded
throughout the premises. Press'box , benches , and stands were still , as
everyone awaited the results of the examination. Thoughts of disaster
without Pete Wagner ran through the pessimists' minds , while the
optimists waited for Wags to jump up and resume his position.
Captain Wagner was hel ped f rom the f ield , and the standing ovation given him by the spectators on both sides of the field was sincere,
respectful , and a worthy tribute to a very worthy athlete . There is a
possibility that Pete will not p lay on Saturday. The outcome of the
game hinges greatl y on his presence , and he knows that if he can
play, without endangering himself for the duration of the season, he
will be in action. Without Wags, def eating Coast Guard will be a
more difficult task , but it is more of a probability than it was a week
ago.
A note of credit must be given to Kim Miller , who spen t the afternoon in unfamiliar positions, Playing the slot position , Kim caught a
pass from Bill Loveday that set up the third Colby touchdown. He
ran from the fullback spot after Pete Wagner left the game, and
p layed the corner back ( the "Monster Man "" or "Mike") throughout.
His performance was extremel y creditable both on pass defense and
in covering the sweeps.
Saturday will find the Mules defending against a comp letel y different kind of attack . Otto Graham has back his All East small college quarterback , Barrett , and his attack is close to 80% aerial. The
line is small , ancl the running game is practically non-existent. With
Jim Lambert back , Halvorson and Radlcy at full strength , the Colb y
secondary will be stronger and sh ould contain Coast Guard enough to
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Colby's Turkish exchange student,
Isset Incekara, hit the nets in the
second stanza, the visitors sustained a heavy offensive barrage that
included two
more goals 'by
Incekara, two by Greg Nelson , and
one each by Abou Sylla, Dick Beddoe, and Terry Eagle, on a penalty
shot. Gorham converted a pushing
violation late in the third quarter
for the home team's only score.
Dunklee has been working mostly on his squad's conditioning this
year. The only changes since last
week have moved Greg Nelson
from halfback to center forward
and Dave Watterson from wing to
halfback.

HIG HSCORING TRIO —
Center forward Greg Nelson
(top) Inside Isset Incekasa (left)
and wing Abou Sy lla (ri ght) supp ly a universal touch to Si Dunk
lee 's front line. This trio combined for six goals in a recent
scrimmage against Farmington
against Farmington State.aPS
State.
Tomorrow's probable lineup:
! TONIGHT !
TORCHLIGHT PARADE
"Let's Keep the Ball Rolling!"
RALLY
FOLLOW THE CROWD

G-Brad Coady, '67
F-John Cooper, '67
H-Terry Eagle, '66 (Co-capt.)

Waterville
Savings Bank

Dave Watterson, '67

Member of the

Bill Walker, '67

Charlie McLennan, '66

BACK THE VICTORS

Issa Karshch, '68

the Junior Class

Field House open Saturday 9 a.m.
- Noon , Sunday 1 p.m. 1 6 p.m. All
equipment available.
William T. Rynne
by Richard Lewis
Student
rec. director
Coach Eddie Burke, in speaking
Colby
I
D. Needed!
of last week's meeting on interfratornity football, said that " . , , the
moat radical change will bo tho diJoe and Eleanor's
vision of teams into two separate
Restaurant, Inc.
'
leagues, ono of fi ve teams , an d tho
Serving
other of six: ten fraternities plus
Full Course Meals
the Independents,
and
"Instead of tho double eliminaDelicatessen
|
tion tournament of past years, eac h ¦
28 Main Street
toam will play every othor toam in i
its league once, with the league
winners moot ing to deci d e tho 1965
champion,
BOSTONIANS - BASS
"Although the meeting was called
main ly to got tho football season
FF TENNIS
off the ground , it was also decided
that an intorfratornity cross-countr y moo t would b o hol d at a timo
to he announced later.
51 Main Street
i
"Wo also discussed the eligibility
I
ru les , tho touch football rules, ancl
Watorvillo
Maine
began revising tho constitution ,
especially in regard to tho present
Charge Accounts
point system. The winter and i
spring sports will bo talked about > Quality Footwear For 108 Years
it length in a short time."
_.
.
t

GALLERT

SHOE STORE

Maine

i

C-Greg Nelson, '68
1
<

BURN !

Sponsored by

Waterville

Rick Zimmerman, '66 (Co-capt.)

OTTO GRAHAM'S CADETS

! TONIGHT !

INSURANCE CORPORATION

Abou Sylla, '66
I-Isset Incekara, '67

WATCH

FEDERAL DEPOSIT

O-Reed Harman, '68
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Mule Booters Battle Babson;
Dunklee Makes Colby Debut

A Show Of Heart

bring home the second victory.
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Double The, Entertainment
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Jean Connery
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White House
11 Water St.
Elm Plaza
Shopping Center

Fri. - Tiies.

"HffcLP"
in Color
i

WINSLOW

DRIVE - IN
Action b ehi nd the Hea d lines
M OTORPSYOHO
A

TH E WOMAN WHO
WOULDN'T DIE

Dr. Lapp To Discuss Democracy & Science

Dr. Ralph E. Lapp

Dr. Ralph E. Lapp, well-known scientist and science writer, is slat- H-bomb.
ed as the keynote lecturer for Colby's annual parent's week end on
A graduate of the University of Chicago , from which he received
October 8-9. Sp eaking in Given Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. on Friday,
his doctorate in physics, Dr. Lapp has served in important posts inOctober o, Dr. Lapp will consider the problems of a democracy faccluding the Argonne National Laboratory, advisor to the War Deing the technological age.
partment General Staff , and head of Nuclear Physics of the
In attempting to answer the question , "Can A Democracy survive Office of Naval Research.
Science?" Dr. Lapp will consider the dimensions of the scientific
In 1961, with pioneer nuclear scien tist Dr. Harold C. Grey, Nobel
revolution and the role of education in a technological era.
Prize winning chemist , and a small group of other noted scientists.
An unusual combination of scientist and writer , Dr. Lapp is Dr. Lapp formed Quadri-Science, Inc., an organization which coneminentl y qualified to discuss so timely an issue. He has played a centrates on scientific ventures in the field of nuclear instrumentamajor contributory role in the developments that have marked the tion , scientific data storage, and retrieval and electro-optical devices
Atomic A ge from the Manhatten Project to the reality of the (" machines that read" ).

Report Suggests
Revised Program

Five members of the Colby faculty attended the Danforth Workshop in order to consider various suggestions for curriculum revision
last summer. The five, K. Frederick Gillurn , Donaldson Koons, F.
Celand Witham, E. Parker Johnson and President R.E.L . Strider
presented their report on the workshop to the faculty Educational
Policy Committee. The gr ou p's suggestions came under two main
headings, (A) Freshman seminars and (B) a revised academic program.
One recommendation was, in effect, that the number of courses
taken by^ students each semester should be reduced from five to four ,
with an appropriate reduction in requirements beginning wit h th e
academic year 1966-67.
Their other main recommendation is that , since the January Program of Independent Study and the Senior Scholars program have
demonstrated the value and feasibility of independent work , we
should take advantage of this knowled ge and make the freshman
year an exciting new intellectual experience, diff ering significan t ly
from pre-college training, b y creating a program of freshman seminars.
The previousl y mentioned reduction in courses carried each semester by students would necessitate changes in distribution requirements and general college requirements. Specific all y : 1) t h e college
will use either a credit hour (point) or course — half-course system,
2) normal requir em en t s for gradu ati on will b e completion of 128
hours (or 32 courses) and four Jan Plans, 3) normal cou rse will b e
four credits with, exceptions, 4) normal semester load will be 15-17
hours (3^ t of f i courses) .
Also being con t emplated is the raising oi college standards to demand a C average for graduation.
Another unf or t una te possibili t y is that any mark of F, in stead of
having O point value, mi ght have a point value of minus 1.
The faculty has not yet voted on any of these changes. It is to be
hoped that , before a vote' -is taken , each member will give l ong and
carefu l though t to curriculum revision , especiall y the reduction of
courses per semester, which change would necessitate many revisions
in distribution and all-college requirements,
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Greenwich Village OnCampus
For years Colby students have
felt the need of a place conducive
to communication and creative expression. After searching out campus opinion and with the admini-

stration's backing, Inter-Faith Association has begun work turning
the basement of the Chapel into a
coffee house. Tentatively the coffee
house will open October 8, and will

be open on Friday nights until the
last person leaves. The evening will
be a combination of planned entertainment , dancing, and conversation.

The coffee house will be student
sponsored and operated and can
change as the students' d em ands
change. Bill Doll is talcing care of
entertainment - poetry reading,
REMI N DER
si n ging, student art work - and has
Dr. William Hamil ton , professor of systematic theology at Colgate charge of setting up programs.
Sookie Stockwell will take care of
Rochester Divinity School will speak on existen t i a lism and r eli gion.
the food. Ron Nock is heading the
The lecture is scheduled for October 1 at 8 P.M. in Given Audi- technical committee for planning
and building. Work starts tonight
torium.
at 6 p.m. with painting the basement, and everyone's help is welcome.

Womenf olk Will Be Here Tomorrow
Tomorrow night from 7-9 at the Wardsworth Ficldhouse Stu-G
Making up the diverse charms which arc the Womenfolk are five
presents the fabulous Womenfolk. Strai ght from the Hungry i in San individuall y delightful young ladies , each a talent in her own right ,
Francisco they will give their firs t East Coast public appearance at each a winning performer. Together they combine the many charms
Colby.
which are the way of women.

A Positive Report
By Eric Rosen and J im Wilson
Over the past few weeks our new food services have been under
attack from strong student criticism. Much of this criticism, we feel,
has been justifiable. Even the indignation of the spontaneous female
boycott was not without justification. However, we now believe that
with the current wave of changes and improvements being made, that
the pendulum ought to be swinging the other way — in other words,
we should devote our efforts toward the positive and give recognition
to the improvements that have and are being made.
First, an obvious improvement, but often unobserved, lies in the
qualit y of the food. Ranging from thick slices of tender beef to the
almost unlimited supply of fresh apples, oranges, and peaches, one's
taste cannot hel p but sense the improvement. Along with qu ali ty
comes an increased variety with at least two choices being offered in
every category.
Last Sunday noon , Seller s even went so far as to offer three main
courses — veal, pork chops , and sliced lamb — not to mention the
variety served at the evening meal. Their policy of unlimited seconds
on everything (with the exception of sirloin steaks which is due to a
college policy), in c luding desserts, is a point that many hungry
students have failed to notice. Oth er significant improvements are
the new additions such as the soft drink machines, mustard and
catsup on every table, a posted menu , and the new water dispenser
and milk machines which will soon be installed.
Perhaps the greatest service rendered by the new management is
its great willingness to cooperate with the students. Seiler's h as ask ed
for student suggestions for improvements and has promptly acted upon any reasonable proposal. This includes the return of peanu t bu tt er
at every meal to our new system for mixed dining which is going
into action Monday evening.

Seiler's also requ est ed t ha t a committ ee of studen t represen tat ives

be formed to coordinate student grievances and suggestions. One
committee sanctioned b y M.S.A. and Stii-G and composed of Bob
Nelson, Dick Osborne, Eric Rosen, Jim Wilson and Tom Rippon has
already held its first meet ing and will be holding its second Saturday
noon.

USNSA Rep. Calls
For Interest. Action

by Al Haughton
Last May Student Government
sent Phil MacHale and myself to
the United States National Student
Association Conference at the University of Wisconsin. As representatives of Colby we went there hoping to bring back some ideas which
would help Colby in the future.
What we did bring back from
this convention were not only some
ideas on reform which we hope the
student body will discuss and debate. But more important, we
brought back an awareness of what
is going on around us and how the
students of this country are reacting.
The conference is supposedly set
up to pass legislation on important issues from the demonstrations
at Berkley to Vietnam. For the
first time college students had a
way in which to express their
sentiments on important issues.
However , the legislation is not really the most important thing at the
conference. The conference provides a chance to discuss school
problems with students from all
over the country, such diverse types
as the rebellious Marious Savios
and the cool fraternity man.
One got a feeling at this conference which would move one no
matter how much of an embittered
cynic he was. That is that we, the
students of the world, want a voice
in determining those things that
affect us both on and off campus.
This feeling was etched in the face
of the civil rights worker from Mis-

¦

sissippi and the leader of the Moroccan Student Union attempting
to overthrow a corrupt and tyrannical government.
U. S. N. S. A. was set up to give
the American student a chance to
question those things at home and
abroad which affect his life. They
want to build an atmosphere where
questioning and discussing issues
are not radical or signs of anarchy,
but a healthy outgrowth of a free
society.
It is my job to try to foster such
an atmosphere at Colby by trying
to at least clear the air concerning the many issues which affect
our lives and have not ¦been discussed sufficiently in the past.
We at Colby have a unique opportunity because of our size to
express our opinion to the administration without the use of histrionics which were needed at Berkley. Yet, we have refused for a
long time to meet the issues head
on and to try to work out better
solutions than the present ones. In
the field of academic reform, student government has failed to act.
Education is the keystone of a college, and we shou ld seek t o see
that this college is giving us the
best education possible, and seek
what steps we can take to improve
it.
We shouldn't be afraid to voice
our opinions in disagreement with
others in any field from the academic to the judicial. If we can do
it when it comes to food, why not
other fields ?

Letters

To The Students of Colby College
Your hest friends do tell you.
We spend- a great deal of time in
our organization training people to
seek out and be perceptive to the
satisfaction level of the students
and other customers which we
serve. This is vital because our professional operating standard calls
for a performance level which
exceeds our cust omers' satisfaction
level. Hence, we are always grateful for a clear expression from our
"customer".
Your -public expression has been
clear and indeed pictorial! We
have also had the benefit of your
mature, fai l', and accurate representations at Dining Room Council
meetings. We regret the necessity
of its nature, but we sincerely appreciate it.
We have taken and will continue
to take any and all actions consistent with Colby policy that are
necessary to meet our obje ctive at
Colby. — — to provide a dining
hall program that is a source of
pride to both students and staff.
Cordially,
SEILER'S
A. W. Oleson
Vice President

STU—G- LETTER
Freshmen Charles Miller, Ki rk
Mahle and Rusty Fitzmartin have
accomplished the impossible — or
maybe the not so impossible after
all. In a thrilling exhibition Friday night they led some 400 cheering Colby football fans around the
campus walks to a pre-game rally
on the steps of Miller Library. Not
only did they generate enthusiasm
for the Colby-Coast Guard game,
but they ignited a rare display of
spirit in a rarely animated student
body.
Student Government unanimously and wholeheartedly goes on record as cheering the success of these
three men in demonstrating to the
the independent women's election.
Colby student that he CAN get
A committee chaired by Phil
excited about something.
Merrill was directed to take action
Paula McNamara
on an unanimously passed proposStu-G secretary
al: that the fraternity houses and
fresh men dorms be permitted to
hold open houses on Saturday and judicial boards that the administraSunday afternoons from 2-5 pro- tion officially announce their policy
vided that they have two qualified in regard to Colby women visiting
chape rones (one, housemother) , file men's apartments downtown in
a social form with the dean and order to avoid future descrepency
make sure all doors remain open in judicial and administrative views
during open house hours.
as have occured in the last three
A di scussion was held of the ad- years, A motion was passed to
ministration's apartment rule as form a committee to look into the
defined on page 46 in the Stu-G possibility of altering the aparthandbook. The deans reported that ment ruling.
this ruling was a result of the insistence on the part of the two
Next morning the troops blew up
the student union.
— 22,000 students boycotted Kelo
University in Japan for two weeks
and refused to take final exams because of a proposed tuition increase.

r
I STUDEHT GOVERMB f ESR
REPORTS
The Election Committee announced two elections to he held on
October 12: 1. Nominations for an
Founded 1877. Published weekly except during vacation s and examination periods by tlie
itudcnts of Colby College; printed by the Eagle Publishing Co., Inc. , -Gardiner , Maine. independent women representative
Charter members of the New En gland Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented by will be held in the women's dorm s
National Advertisin g Service , Inc. Subscri ption rates: Studen ts $3.50 ; Faculty free : all others on Tuesday, September 28 from
IJ.5 0. Newsstand price: fifteen cents per copy.
12:15 — 2 p.m. Only non-sorority
Entered as second class mat ter at the Post Office at Waterville , Maine. Acceptance by mail in g at special rate of postage provided for in section 1103, Ac t of Oc t ober 3 , 1917, au thor- women may vote. 2. Freshmen will
receive letters this week explaining
ed December 24, 1918
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of the COLBY ECHO . the function of the Freshman InMen tion the ECHO when you buy .
,
terium Committee and inviting
EDITOR — J OANNE RICHMOND '66
them to run for one of three posiMANAGING EDITOR — ANNE RUGGLES '66; Asst.: Penny Madden '68
tions on this Freshmen governing
MAKE-UP EDITOR — BILL DOLL '66 ; Asst.: Debby Nutter '68 , Linda Kaiser '66
NEWS EDITOR — BRAD SIMCOCK '66 ; Asst,: J udy Freedman '68
body. Candidates should return
FEATURES EDITO R — DERE K SCHUSTER "67
petitions to the Deans' offices comSPORTS EDITOR — PETER FELLOWS '66
plete with ten signatures by one
BUSINESS MANAGE R — PETER NESTOR '66
EDITORIAL BOARD — J oan Richmond , Anne Ru gglcs, Bill Doll , Derek Schus ter , Brad p.m.
on Monday, October 11.
Simcock , Peter Nestor , Peter Fellows , Arlc Rosen '67 , J im Wilson '67 , Susan Mahoney '66. Elections to be held outside the Spa
SECTION HEADS
on Tuesday, October 12 along with
Sports Writers —• Bob Grossman '68,
Box 1014, Colby College, Waterville, Maine
Office : Roberts Union , Call TR 2-2791, Ext. 240

Richard Lewis '68, Pe t er Rouse '68 ,
J ohn O'Shea '67 .
Copy Editor — J an Morse '66
Assistant Business Mana ger —
Robert Bonner '6 3

Financial Mana ger — Rod Small '66
Advertisin g Manager — Barry Kligerman '66
Circulation and Subscription Manag ers —
J ames Sandler '68, Robert Goldstein '67
Exchange Editor — William Vanderweil '67
Photographer — J ohn Morgan '68

Losin g Our Anonymity
by Martha Lane
"Hi! You 're new here aren 't
you?" "Where did you say you
transferred from?" "Oh, did you
know . . . ?" "Why did you happen
to come here?" "How do you like
Colby so far?" I'm sure wo all have
answered these questions and many
others similar to those at least a
hundred times in the last throe
weeks. After about tho fiftieth
timo it gets kind'a boring and ono
begins to wonder if this sort of
Interrogation will ovor stop ! Well,
wo can make It end with just a
little effort.
Sure, we're just as now here as
tho freshmen and don't quite know
all tho ropes yot but we do have
tho advantage of having one or two
yeurs of college experience behind
us, Undoubtedly in tho last few
weeks wo havo thought about our
old schools and all tho activities,
organizations, traditions and rules
to which wo wore accustomed: and

certainly wo have been comparing
them with the ones we find here.
Perhaps wo have been saying to
ourselves, "Boy, it's a good thing
wo don 't have to do that here!" but
just as often wo have also boon
saying, "Oh, why doesn 't Colby got
hep nnd do things the way wo did
It at
College?"
Well it's up to us to share our
brainstorms, and to make suggestions to tho "old" Colby kids. It
doesn 't matter what tho suggestions are; thoy may be ones concorning quiet hours, tho honor
system or may bo recommendations for a visiting speaker whom
ono of us might have hoard at our
old school. I'm more than sure that
any and all Ideas will bo gratefully
received by tho students and faculty, It Is our experiences which
Colby needs and which will help to
connect our names with our faces
nnd our Ideas.

BULL AN D P EN

Are Riots Taking
Over For Wars?

— In Caracas, Venezuela the
campus , is off-limits to police and
By Derek Schuster therefore dormitories are used as a
staging area for Rod guerillas.

In Time Magazine last week there
appeared a mildly unsettling essay
enumerating some of tho 5,560 wars
that have sangulnely splashed tho
pages of our history books. Tho
writer seemed to infer through the
title, "On War as a Permanent
Condition ", and his ensuing comments, that this bane of human
life would be here to stay.
Though Vietnam and Kashmir:
havo boon tho sites of tho bloodiest conflicts In 1005, college campuses havo surpassed all othor battlefields in pure volume of belligerence, With tho development of
nuclear weapons capable of annihilating mllloins of people Instantly, It is likely that riots will
continue to bo In voguo in coming
years as a moans of obtaining dosired action, Though the arrival of
spring UHod to turn a young collegian 's fancy to lovo, In 10G5 riots

seemed to move in as tho leading
extra-curricular activity.
Most of us are by now familiar
with the main attractions of the
American riot circuit last year, but
this mode of expression knew no
geographical boundaries. Some of
tho loading international highlights
wore as follows :
— Students at a Japanese University locked up 21 faculty members for 24 hours until certain
dormitory regulations wore changed.
— Thoro was a strike by tho
ontiro student body at tho University of Dacca in Eastern Pakistan
because it wanted final examinations moved up to extend summer
vacation. Thoy stayed out until tho
date was changed.
— Whon a student demonstration
in Burma included antl-governmont
slogans, troops fired on tho students and killed several of them.

An occasional food riot or boycott might seem harmless enough,
but there may bo further escalation
of the war on college campuses.
Many rabble-rousers can be motivated by tho successful example of
tho aforementioned Japanese and
Pakistani students as well as the
economic benefits accrued so distastefully by tho Negro rioters In
tho suburbs of Los Angeles recently.
And so tho era may be approaching wh on the male college seniors
may no longer cringo at tho prospect of embarking for Vietnam
after graduation. Instead tho draft
boards may bo stationing troops at
Michigan State or UCLA or perhaps such exotic loonies as tho
University of Paris or Polynesia.
Tho lino for those wishing to bo
assigned to Wollosloy starts horo,
gu ys.
'

More NewMembers
In Fac ulty Ranks
The foll owing is the second of a series of brief sketches designed
t o a cq u aint the C olby Community with the new faculty members.
Mr. Robert C. Jacobs, a native of New York , is one of a number

of new faculty members at Colby this year. After graduating in 1959
from the City College of New York, he went on to get his M.A. at
Columbia University. While stud ying f or his do ctorat e at C olumbia ,
Mr. Jacobs lectured at Rutgers University. He has joined the Governmen t Department here at Colby, and is also a member of the American Political Science Association. His wife, Linda, and son , Mi chael ,
accompained him to Colby.
Dr. Hubert C. Kuetir has led quite an interesting lif e. In the field
of education , Professor Kuetir received his B.A. from Valparaiso
University and has been an instructor in German there, as well as at
the State University College in Platts'burgh , New York. In 1957, he
obtained his masters' degree from the University of Michig an and is
now a candidate for his doctorate at the same university. Professor
Kuetir, also served in the United States Army as an interpreter - interrogator. Besides this, he has been a professional ski instructor, an
asset at Colby, arid is also married.
C olby College has the privelege of having a former Episcopal
minister in its Reli gion and Philo sop h y department. Mr. Roland W.
Thorwaldsen is a 1947 graduate of Monmouth College. Two yearlater, he received his masters' degree frpm the University of California, Berkeley, and in 1952, his B.D. from the Church Divinity
School. At present, he is stud ying for his Ph. D. at Harvard University and will continue this study next year. While at Plarvard, Mr<
Thorwaldsen lived at the Center for Stud y of World Religions. This
consisted of an experimental stud y of all the great world religions
such as Christianity, Islam , Zoro-Astroism , and Buddhism. He became
a good friend of a Buddhist monk , who was a Ceyloriese scholar and
author. Mr. Thorwaldsen thinks Colby is mar vel ous and likes the
close association between faculty and students.
An alumnus of Colby College has returned. Two years ago, Mr.
Howard J. Lamson walked away from these hallowed halls as a
graduate, and this year, after acquiring his M.A. from Middlebury
C ollege, he has come back as a Spanish instructor. A native of Hartford , Conneticut, Mr. Lamson spent his junior year in Madrid
under the New York University program. He has also taught at the
Taft Preparatory School in Water town, Connecticut. Mr . Lamson is
single. .

Collegians and
Christianity
Highlight Talk

On Thursday, October 7, at 7:00
P.M., in Dunn Lounge of Runnals
Union at Colby College, Laverne
Philpott will consider the immediate and long range perspectives of
college students in the light of
Christianity.
Mr. Philpott, the guest of InterVarsity Christian ' Fellowship, is
presently the chief engineer with
Matrix Research and Development
Corporation, Nashua, New Hampshire. This company is engaged in
space electronics, radio navigation,
and industrial process control. He
is also chairman of the Nashua
Christian Businessmen's Committee, chaplain of the Nashua Gideon's Camp. He teaches th ree Bible
classes a week.
Af ter earning a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics from
the College of Idaho in 1925, Mr.
Philpott went on to do graduate
work in physics at the University
of Pittsburgh. In addition to this,
the College of Idaho bestowed an
Honorary Doctor of Science degree
upon him in 1945 for his contributions to the development of radar
and for his work in electronic
counter measures and I.F.F. during World War II.
Other honors he has received include: the Navy 's highest award to
civilians; the distinguished Civilian
Service Award, and the second
highest U.S. Presidential award to
civilians ; the. Certificate of Merit.
Mr. Philpott is the author or coauthor of about 32 issued patents
and three cross-licenses.

Pro Golfers

Here Oct 5,
Hold Clinic

Mrs. Barbro M. Sklute joins her husband Larry, who is an English
professor here. After graduating f rom St ockholm University in 1961 ,
she traveled to America and is now a Ph. D. candidate at Indiana
University. Mrs. Sklute finds the American graduate schools far
sup eri or t o any t hing similar in Sweden, alth ough her country 's high
schools are more advan ced in the humanitie s ; especiall y languages.
In the United States there 'is a greater push and more concentration
on studies as well as more discussion and better faculty-student relations. In Sweden , t h e s t udents merel y learn f act s and th e pr of essors
are more removed. The Sklutes have a young son , Adam. Mrs.
Sklute enj oy s teaching in America and at Colb y very much.

The National Golf Foundation
will sponsor a golf clinic Tuesday,
October 5. Two professional golfers, Ellen Griffen and Darlene
Anderson will be at the 10:30 a.m.
class on the women 's side of campus. In addition , t hey will hold an
afternoon clinic from 3:30 to 5:00
for men and women with experien ce, and an evening session from
8:00 to 9:30 at 201 Runnals on golf
teaching.

Mr. Luthar, who has been in this country for three years, is a native of New Delhi , India. Before coming to the United States, he
worked for the government as a section officer in the bureau of
statistics. Last year Mr. Luthar was the senior mathematics instructor
and advisor to the mathematics club at Cheshire Academy. He is
married and has three sons; Harsh , 10, Naunit, 9, and Vipan , 6.
Captain Leo F. Mills joins the faculty of Colby College having
just returned from an assignment in Germany. Captain Mills, f rom
B ellair e, Ohio, is a career Air Force Officer , While in Europe, he was
awarded the Expeditionary Forces Medal for fl ying missions into
Berlin during crisis situations. He was also a pilot of KC97 tankers at
Dow Air Force Base, Bangor, for six years.
The Captain and his wife, Ann, have two children , Mary Lee, age
8, and Michael , 7.

Ellen Griffen, has taught at the
National Golf School and is a consultant for workshops, She is the
director of education of the services division of the National Golf
Foundation and is now on leave
from the University of North Carolina where she is an associate professor. Darlene Anderson, from the
University of Minnesota, is the
midwest women golf champion ancl
Minnesota State amateur and collegiate tournament champion. In
addition she serves as the school
and college consultant for tho National Golf Foundation.

Student League Tutors Again

The President 's Week

Coed Dining Goes Through
In last week's article proposal was made for mixed dining. We are
very happy to report that this proposal was received with prompt
acceptance.
As the proposal now stands, students will sign up on Friday afternoon between two and five outside of the Spa f or t he evening meal s
r u nning from the following Monday through Sunday. Any students
not signing up will be expected to eat at the regularly assigned dining hall. Male students eating on the girl' s sid e will be r esponsible f or
learning the individual rules for their respective dining halls and
will be required to adhere to them.

McLanathan To Open
Laurent Art Exhihiton

October 6 marks the opening of the exhibition of the art collection
of Robert and Mimi Laurent of Cape Neddick , Maine. The exhibit ion is mad e up of American Primi t ive pain t ing s and sclupture done
primaril y between 1910-30, and modern French paintings and
sculpture.
Richard McLanathan , author , former museum director, and repr esentative of the American arts abroad , will give an illustrated
lecture opening the exhibition at 8:00 P.M. in Given Auditorium.
Both Mr. ancl Mrs. Laurent were bom in Brittany, whi ch explains
to a great extent their interest in French art.
Robert Laurent is firml y established as one of the pion eer modern
sculptors in the history of twentieth century American art. Less
widel y known is his role as a connoisseur and art collector ; yet this
activity traces back to his developmen t as an artist. He studied extensivel y in his youth with Hamilton Easter Field , who died in 1920,
leaving his entire estate to the Laurents, including a house and
studios at Perkins Cove, Ogunquit, Maine, and his entire art collection. Among the paintings were numerous works by Marsden Hartley,
Maurice Sterne . K arf i ol , and others. Many of these works are shown
in the exhibition.
Upon the death of Hamilton Easter Field , several of the artists
whom he had helped felt that they would like to establish some kind
of memorial. They l aid p lans for tlie Field Foundation, t he purpos e
oi which would be to build a collection of American art, primarily
works by artists that Field had known. Art auctions were the means
by which funds were raised, and these funds were then used to
purchase paintings. There are about fifty paintings and sculptures
in ., v the. Fpundation. Collection of which 20 have been selected for this
exhibition.

United States & Japan-1965

by Susan Gould
On September 22 , the first lecture of the 1965 fall season was held
in Dunn Lounge of Runnals Union , at 7:00 o'clock P.M., delivered
b y Mr. Edward Featherstone, special assistant to the United States
Ambassador to Japan. His presentation was primarily concerned with
the economic problems of Japan in connection with its forei gn policie s
wi th the United States.
Brief l y he stated the importance of the United States to Japanese
trade , this being the second largest bi-lateral trade in the world. From
the Japanese point of view, U.S. protectionism , tariffs, the equalization tax , and the U.S. problem of balance of payments are t he major
concerns of today. The United States, on the ot her hand , is hinder ed
by Japan 's complete control of cap it al and by its import quotas.
Mr. Featherstone felt that these conflicts between the two nations
are the result of two immediate problems : (1) a breakdown in communications due to the vast diff erences between the two cul t ures , and
(2) Japan 's increase in trade with Communist China. Pie assured the
audience that the Japanese people in general feel very amiable toward s Americans, and that these differences between tlie governments will be resolved with time, co-operation , and complete understanding.

New News from MHB;
Deans On Morality

Ho will bo in Washington, D.C.
Tuesday night kicks off the annual Women's Student League
attending
the following meetings;
campai gn f or tutors to hel p Waterville High School students.
October 1-8:
Meetings will be held then in the various women's dorms to enlist
1. Federation of Regional Accred- Radio Colby's broadcast schedule
in terested students. However, this year 's program is open to Colby
iting Commissions of Higher for noxt week is highlighted by
men also. They may sign up f or the program by contacting Ginny
Education, on which ho is one a 0:00 p.rn. Wednesday evening
McClintock , Student League Vice-President in Dana , and head of
of three delegates representing panel discussion on "Our Changing
the tutoring program.
the New England Association Sexual Philosophy ". Deans Nickerof Colleges and Secondary son and Seaman and two student
This marks the third season for the program which has won
panel members will discuss this
Schools.
favorable responses from Waterville High and Colby helpers.
2. A meeting of the Committee on opon topic. Questions may bo pretho Arts of tho Commission on sented before tho program and a
Liberal Learning of tho Assn. line will bo opon to take general
CONTEST !!
of American Colleges. Dr. student comment later In the
Stridor Is Chairman of tlio broadcast.
NAME THE NEW
Commission on Liberal Learn- Now faces are still appearing on
COFFEE HOUSE
tho staff. Rusty Fltzmnrtin will
ing.
PRIZE
present
FITZMARTIN'S FOLLY
8. Ho will represent Colby at tlio
$25.00 U.S. Savings Bond
from 7:00 to 0:00.
evening
Friday
annual mooting of tlio AmoriBe sure to enter.
A
member
of
tho
freshman class,
onn Council on Education Oct.
to Friday
unity
Rusty
will
ndd
.._ . . . _ _
8-8.
i

broadcasting with more Rock &
Roll to complement Pete Clough' s
NIGHT TRAIN, ROCK from 9:0(1
until sign-off.
SCOPE, a new Sunday evening
short (7:15 - 7 :80), will this week
highlight tho PAO. Dr. ,B. R. Sen,
Director of tho United Nation 's
Food and Agriculture Committee
talks of agricultural difficulties in
emerging nations and tho role of
tho United Nations in international land reform, This program, a
sorvico of tho United Nations Office of Public In formation , ,/s presented in tho Interests of public
knowledge.
v
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Skirts, Slacks, Blouses (; Suits and Dresses
mw' WERE
& Sweaters
were
now 12.98 to 14.98
9.99 ;
tm t0 ®M
m
7.99 2« *° 24.98
10.99 25J8 to 29.98

8J8 to 11J8
12.98 to 14.99
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Come
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And

Browse

i2M
16J59
20.99

DANCE , LITTLE GHILLIE

Around ! ! !

SKITTER , BUCKLE SKITTER

See The Latest Fashions In Sportswear ,
Coats , Suits , Dresses , And Formal Wear .

Al^ina & Delia

¦
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Special Safe Of Slothing

ODDS AND ENDS
POLO SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS
CARDIGANS, COLBY VESTS, Selling

for naforol young beauties: the nonch alant foofe
||J| . of
red-and -white or black-and- white woo ] checks
J^ Pl
U' j | ...accented by a white collar and shiny buttons
fe» 5 to 15 sizes $40.00 .— . -—
%££ ,
s& Si '
'
_*# >*_

Prices to $5.00 Your Choice Only $1.50

COLBY

COLLEGE BOO K STORE
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Frida y & Saturday
Geor ge Peppard - Sophia Loren
in
THE GREAT SPY MISSION
in Color
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - in Color
1
Tom Tr yon in
THE GLORY GUYS
I
plus
I
>
Keir Bullea in
THE THEST BED LINE
|

|
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X
X
X

X
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At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center, Waterville

j

WINSLOW ™]

.

£
•{;?
&
X

15c lb.

T

X
X
$
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I

PF TENNIS

I
j

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

!

1

I

Sundaes on Sunday, Oct..8,
2 - 5 in Spa

Maine

Benefit AAPi Scholarship

I
1 Quality Footwear For 102 Years

¦
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(On Tlie Rota ry)
Fabulous Ita lian Sandwiches
Pizzas and Dy namites
"Tiny Ton y" Clieeso Pizza 30c
Meat Ball Sandw iches
Beer to take O ut
Free Deliver y on $_.00 order
and ovor
TR 1-0731
Opori 8:30 a.m. Dally
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MUSIC CENTER

j

90 MAIN STREET

Everything In Music
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Puzzlement.

Minimum investment

$500

For details write or call
Pljone : 314 AX-1-1S00

Merchandisin g
Division

Savings Bank
Mombor of tlio

FEDERAL DEPOSIT

P.O . Box 66
St. Ann , Missouri 63074

INSURANCE ] CORPORATION
Milno
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Put j @nrself
on speaking ter ms
with the world
Rea d The New T©rk Taas.es

[2] You liave a TOT
.
"
Staple. tFiat
^-fff^S,
staples eight
W ^ilj
10-page reports //CC<vh=i
i-___j I
• \* • _*
or tacks 31memos FrSjffJtj iJ I
bulletin board.
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How old is the
III
owner o f
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This is the

Swingline
Tot Stapler

$12,000

(
— -I

Waterville

Watorvillo

Swingl ing

Have The Times delivered every morning
at low college rates.
For service , get in touch with:

Maximum investment

TRinit y 2-S022
_-. -_- --¦

— .i^ — — _ ..^ j

DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED
No competition. To
service and set up new
accounts in exclusive
territory.
Investment
secured by fast moving !
inventory of amazing
plastic coating used on
all exterior. Eliminates
waxing when applied to
wood, metal or concrete
surfaces.
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TONY'S
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11 Water St., Elm Plaza Shopping Center

[1] Divide 30 by
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WHITE HOUSE

. Burlap Colors In Stock
Red - Orange - Pink
Aqua - Copen - Green - Brown
Persimmon - Gold
Also Multi Stripes

Charge Accounts
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world 's biggest teller!
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BOSTONIANS - BASS
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Maybe it's the incredibly low price. Or the
fantastic mileage.It could be the precision
engineering. Or the safety and convenience features. But most likely it's the fun.
Evidently nothing catches on like the fun
of owning a Honda. Join in. The first step
is a demonstration ride. Why not today ?
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You meet the nicest
people on a Honda
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Fri. - Sat. - Sun.
2 Color Hits
John Wayne - Dean Martin
THE SONS OF
KATIE ELDER
plus
Elvis Presley in
ROUSTABOUT
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Have a regular $2.00 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load : 10
sweaters, ox 4 men's suits, or 3 ladies' suits, or 3
topcoats , or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses.
.
.
Free pick-up and delivery
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laundry washed, dried and folded
£
Telephone 872-9858
|

DENGAKE
Rod Cameron in
REQUIEM OF A
GUNETGHTER

I

Vi lla ge

50c
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This Coupon Is Worth

I?£

2 COLOR HITS
Stanle y Baker - Juliet Prowse

i
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING
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(Inclu ding 1000 stapl es)
Larger slto CUB Desk
Stnplor only $1,49

No blRBor tlmn n pnr lt of gum-but pnclcs
tho punch of n !>1r dooll RoMla ovoilnblo
jy orywlioro . Vnconclftlon nHy s«mron <oorf.
Mmlo In U.S ,/V. Qot It «t nny stationery,
vnrloty, boolc Horol

FRED MILLER
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Phone: 872-9876

Johnson Hall,

Long Island City, N.Y. 1U01
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Booters Blank Babson;
Incekara, Sylla Star

Stubborn Mules Succumb
To Second Half Aerials, 16-6
by John O'Shea
Otto Graham's Coast Guard
Academy Cadets rebounded from a
frustrating scoreless first half and
scored twice through the air, added
a field goal, and humbled John
Simpson's anxious Mules - 16-6. The
Mule offense fell flat, as the blocking was subpar, and the tired,
overworked defense could not hold
the fortress forever.
Colby's spirited defense stiffened
at the critical moments to repel
the Coast Guard running attack in
the fi rst half , but finally succumbed to the passing of Ed Barrett.
The first half was a case of Coast
Guard controlling the ball with a
game that
sustained running
marched from the CG-37 to the C-2
and from midfield to the C-5.
Colby's defensive line was impressible whenever backed inside their
own ten yardline. The charge was
led many times by Vic Conklin,
who was substituting for the injured Captain Pete Wagner at linebacker, and from Kim Miller, versatile standiut and Amos Alonzo,
Stagg Award winner from last
week's gamo.
Colby's own offense, which scored three touchdowns on tho ground
against Norwich, w as n on ex i stent
on Saturday. The Mules wore held
to a mere 29 yards rushing, and
this limited offense accounted for
tho Coast Guard having possession
of the ball 70% of the game.
The second half was to be a new
gamo with Coast Guard rolling up
156 yards and two touchdowns
through the air. Also evidenced was
the important psychological play
affecting tho outcome of the game.
Coast Guard chose the wind and
kicked off to the C-40. On the
Colby's
play,
second
running
fumble was recovered on tho C-45,
Barrett wasted no time with the
air attack and let fly a 40-yo.rd
pass to flanker Steve Schombor ,
who was tackled on tho C-5. Throe
successive running plays wore halted by the still-inspired Colby defense , an d tho Cadets had to settle
for n. field goal, After nn exchange
of punts , the psychological factor
entered to change a gnmc that up
to this timo was a toss-up,
Colby punted from thoir own 30,
and George Kay tackled the Const
Guard safety, H oosty , caus i n g a
fumble which was recovered by tlio
Mules deep in Cadet territory.
However, a personal foul penalty
nn the play nullified Colby 's on l y

break in the game. Coast Guard
retained possession of the ball, and
the hard-pressed Colby defense
seemed shaken by the rapid change
of events. The psychological advantage passed to Coast Guard, and
Barrett took to the air again. With
just three minutes left in the third
quarter, Barrett hit Schember with
a strike, and with the conversion,
the Cadets had a 10-0 lead.

The defense was as efficient as
the offense. Al Gray, changed to a
fullback, led this crew. Goalie Brad
Coady played his usual fire game
making two excellent saves. He
had only five in all, compared to
21 for Babson goalie Kroll. Such a
ratio shows the potence of the
Colby attack.
This Saturday the Mule eleven
travels to Lowell Tech. Tech, who
beat Bowdoin 1-0, should provide
a tough game, but, hopes Dunklee,
the Mules will be better.
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Two lively new ones... styled
f or the man who enj oys lif e!
Ill-neck BO'SUN Sfllrt—with show and stamina? Tho "no-sag"
Seamfreo® collar hugs the neck higher and neater than other T-shirts!
Perfect under a shirt! Longer sleeves, longer tail too! Heavier . 100%
combed cotton fabric Is Power-Knit* with extra yarn to hoop Its fit!
Bo'sun for show!
S M L XL Only $1.50
vented SLIM GUY brief-Compact! Trim! With style! A new brief
with double-mesh pouch for proper ventilation and support. New
more-frcedom-and-actlon side vents. New hlgh-on-the-thlgh leg opcn«
Ings. Plu s Jockey exclusive tailorin g for unsurpassed comfort and
proper support. A brief like never before!

Sizes 28-40 Only $1.50

Colb y College Nearby
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COFFEE

Air Conditioned

SHOP
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goal by Greg Nelson, the Mule
counter forward. Incekara drove
in the final ,Colby goal from the
penalty line.

Zimmerman did a tremendous job
setting up Nelson and Sylla. Rick,
although a forward, would backtrack to steal the ball, bring the
would have had victory.
ball up and feed off to the front
Hoof heats:
line. Later in the third period such
While the Colby defense rallied a play resulted in the fourth Colby
many times during the afternoon,
it was evident that they missed
their leader, Pete Wagner. Pete will
be back Saturday to lead the defense and to lend his blocking
skills to the offense against a "big,
strong, slow . . . ." Nort heastern
team (1-1) Both Wagner and the
Huskies' fullback, Bob Cappadonna (a Notre Dame, dropout) , have
been tabbed by the experts as the
outstanding pair in small college
ranks. It should be a battle of big
ground attack of Northeastern, led
by Cappadonna (225) , DeBella (210)
and Larry Thornton (195) , against
the capable Colby defense. Pete
Wagner and Kim Miller are the
conspicuous standouts, but the unsung front five of Kay and Barker
at the ends, O'Connor and Carvellas at the tackles, and either Heend
or Kechejian at middle guard have
been consistently stubborn , especially with their backs to the wall.

The last period opened with the
Coast Guard intercepting a Miller
pass on the C-S8. After throwing
back two running plays for big
yardage, Barr ett t h r ew a scr een
pass to John Bostek, who ran for a
forty-yard gain. Shortly thereafter,
Coast Guard scored their second
TD on a pass from Barrett to end
Ron Thuma. The try for point failed and the Cadets led, 16-0.
With only four and a half minutes remaining, the Mules rallied
back behind Kim Miller and posed
their only offense of the day. Miller
found Jim Lambert free, and hit
him for 55 yards and a score. The
two-point attempt failed, and the
game
ended
without
further
IFL FOOTBAUL SCORES
threat.
L. C. A, 8 — Deke 6
The hard work of the Colby deD. . 26 - A. T. O. 0
fense was uncomplemented by tho
P. L. P, 13 — P. D. T. 12
stumbling offense. Had some presK. D. R. 32 — A. D. P. 0
sure been taken off the defense
Zete 24 -- Indies 6
by an offense, somewhat equivalent
De.'-vC 1!) — T.D.P. 0
to that of last week, the Mulos

74 Main St.

by Bob Grossman
Isset Incekara, Abou Sylla, and
Greg Nelson may have netted the
ball in the 5-0 victory over Babson,
but it was the entire Colby soccer
team that merited Coach Dunklee's
applause.
There was almost no end to the
list of praiseworthy booters. Isset,
an exchange student from Turkey,
was termed by Dunklee, "a great
soccer player and a great addition
to the team". Incekara tallied midway through the second period on
an assist from Sylla.
Throughout the fi rst quarter, the
Mule squad had played sloppy, but
from the second period on they
played "a lot better", according to
the Coach. "Our teamwork improved and by the end of the third
period we had a four goal edge a tough margin to overcome"..
One of the major reasons for this
margin was Abou Sylla. Sylla, a
veteran from the Ivory Coast,
headed in a corner kick by Greg
Nelson in the third quarter. Dunklee called this a "beautiful, very,
very, great play." Abou scored later
in the period on a pass from Rick
Zimmerman.
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